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Asymptotic formulae for the mean values of IS(t)l.‘. where I is any nonnegative 
number are proved,. These are then used with I E N, to obtain information on the 
distribution of (S(t)l. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to develop further the method introduced in 
Ghosh [3] and derive some results concerning the distribution of values of 
1 S(t)(. The reader is referred to the paper or Titchmarsh [7] for definitions 
and some relevant properties of S(t). Define 
W,(t) = W(l) = I WI 
\/loglogT ’ 
(1) 
for t E (T, T + H), where throughout the paper, we shall assume that 
Ta<H<T, +<a<l. 
We may take 0 < a < 1 if we assume the Riemann hypothesis. 
Let M(a, 7) denote the measure of the subset in (T, T + H) containing 
those t satisfying IV(t) < u, where u is any positive number. Put 
P(u, T) = H - ‘M(a, T). 
Then, P(o, q is a distribution function having a characteristic function 
#,(Q = I-- 1 /I+” &WV(~) dt. (2) 
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Now, P(a, 7J tends (weakly) to the normal distribution, namely. 
P(a, T) + P(a) = 2 j-” epx2 dx, 
d- 7-l 0 
as T tends to infinity. The corresponding limiting characteristic function is 
then given by 
d(C) = 2 irn exp(i<t - t’) dt. 
d- 7c 0 
Our purpose is to evaluate the discrepency 
W, 79 = If’(a, T> - W>L 
for T sufficiently large. We do this by means of the Berry-Esseen theorem 
(see Berry [I] and Esseen [2]), which states, roughly, that if the charac- 
teristic functions of two distributions are close, then, it is possible to find 
explicitly the order of magnitude (or a bound for it) of the discrepency 
between the corresponding distribution functions (see Section 3). 
To find a relationship between d,(C) and 4(C), we shall use the method of 
moments and it shall be necessary to find asymptotic formulae for mean 
values of IV(t) at integer powers. We do more than this and prove 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a real positive number. Then, for any 6 > 0 and 
for all T> To = To(a, S), with some suitably large To > 0, we have 
subject to the condition 
< ynz,“‘*-6’, A> 1, 
II = o(z;‘*-“), 
where 
z,= 
log log log T 
log log log log T ’ 
and 
VA = ?t -n-1/*r A+1 ( 1 . 2 
In particular, we have: 
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COROLLARY. For any 3, > 0 and T > T&, a), for some suflciently large 
T&I, a) > 0, we have 
(,S(t)l”dt= (+#c’+“~) H(loglog T)“‘(1 +0(I)). 
Theorems of this type were first proved by Selberg [5] for 1 E 2N and 
with error terms substantially better than those above. The case A = 1 
constitutes Theorem 4 of Ghosh [3], the error term here being slightly 
weaker. We have not attempted to obtain the best error terms possible and 
any significant improvements would be of some interest. 
Using Theorem 1, with J. E N, we shall prove 
THEOREM 2. For any u > 0, we have 
D(0, T) Q, (log ZT))“2, 
with Z, as before. 
A consequence of this is the following result: 
THEOREM 3. The measure of the set, contained in (T, T + H) consisting 
of all t satisfving 
for any u > 0, is 
P(u) H + O(A (a) H(log Z,) “2), 
where A(u) depends at most on u and a. 
In particular, we answer in part a question proposed by Selberg (see 16, 
p. 1991) concerning the normal order of S(t): 
THEOREM 4. Let 6 > 0 be any small real number. The measure of the set 
contained in (T, T + H) consisting of all t satisfying 
I S(t)\ < 6 dm, 
or 
1 S(t)1 > CT- ’ \/loglogT, 
is O(6H) for all T > T,,(6) with To(S) > 0 suflciently large. 
The first inequality is an easy consequence of Theorem 3, while the second 
follows trivially from the mean-value theorems. It should be possible to make 
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6 depend on T explicitly such that s(T) + 0 as T+ co by working out in 
detail the value of A(6). 
We conclude the introduction by some remarks concerning the method of 
Section 2. It should be possible to apply this method to obtain mean values 
of functions which have a limiting distribution (for example, Poisson, 
Gamma, Normal, etc.) but it seems unlikely that the results obtained would 
be very good. In particular, when this method is applied to the theory of 
additive functions, we obtain results much weaker than those obtainable by 
means of the probability model of Kubilius (see [4]), but in most cases, such 
models are unavailable and so the method of Section 2 has some 
significance. So, for example, it would be particularly useful to get a model 
for ].S(t)i but so far I have been unsuccessful. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We shall use Theorem 2 of Ghosh 13 ], in the form 
J 
.T+N 
H-’ W(t)2k dt = vlL + O((Ak)k Y”‘), (3) 
T  
for 
1 < k < (log log 7’)“6, kE N, 
and 
i2” = log log T. 
Throughout, A shall denote a constant depending at most on a. 
We consider two cases, depending on the size of A: 
(i) 0<1<1. 
Note that for any complex number F and any real number X > 0, we have 
lFIA = & lam cs1t~!“‘2 du, 
(sin IFI u)’ 
u I+A 
du+O &--‘,. 
where 
h=j co (sin u)’ 0 u 1+,l du. 
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Note that in Theorem 4 of [3], we had used the corresponding formulae with 
/I= 1. 
(ii) I. > 1. 
Define the nonnegative integer m and the real number 19 uniquely by 
A=2m+l+B, 0<8<2, /I> 1. 
We use the formula 
(4) 
with 
The proof of Theorem 1 for 0 ( A < 1 follows closely the proof of 
Theorem 4 of (31, and so, we shall be concerned only with the case L > 1. 
Writing F = IV(t), and integrating over t, we have from (4) 
We assume for now that 
m 4 (log log T)‘j6, 
so that by (3), the error term in (5) is bounded by 
V,,X-‘-e + (Am)” LP”2X-‘-e. 
Next, Taylor’s theorem with the remainder term gives us 
(sin u)” =$ $ bju2j + 0 
J’TI-, (s’:“;;!)~ 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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where 
b,= (-4)‘+’ I 
J (2j), (4’~ - 1). 
and N is an integer, exceeding 2, which will be made explicit later on. 
The error term in (7) contributes in (5) an amount 
Here we have used (3) with 
M = m + N 6 (log log T)“! 
The main term in (7) contributes, in (5) 
1 1 T+H -- j 
D, H T  
W(~)2m~oxu-2-0 ($ $, bj(W(t) u)*j) dudt, 
/-- 
The error term here is bounded by 
p;c”/* : lbjl (AMy+j 2;y0*, 
.i= 2 
< y I/yAM)M x- I -BeA-. 
To estimate the main term in (9), we write 
(9) 
(10) 
2 cc 
V2mt2j= 
*(mtil 
7t 2m+2jt1/2 I V 
eps2 dy, 
0 
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so that the contribution from (9) is 
2 la 
= 
z2m+1/2 * s 
yZmeeY2 (jox+ 1 sin4 (T) 
+ O i,,,;,;! (yzN+z) 1) a, 
(11) 
where the interchange of integrands is justified by absolute convergence. The 
error term in (11) contributes 
y2Nt2e-y2 
'2M+2 
XZNtl-0 16N 
’ D, 
(4x)zN+‘-e 
(12) 
VZMf2 
2N+l-6’(2N+2)!’ D, N(2N+2)!’ 
The contribution from the main term in (11) is 
2 * 
7C2m+ l/2 I 0 
du+O (&.-I-‘) 1 dy, 
2 ra 
I^ 
Ito 
712m+I12 dyt 0 0 
=v,+o 
( 
j+‘-” . 
0 i (13) 
Collecting all the error terms from (6), (8), (lo), (12), and (13), we see that 
16NX2N+l-0 
+ N(2N + 2)! 
(VZMt* + (AM)” Y-“*}. (14) 
Using the bound 
100 
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1 X- N”2-C, 
16m 
N= E ,,;;;, , I 
where m = o(N “2-E), and E is a small number, we see that the error terms in 
(14) are bounded by 
“.k (,o;;~yl) -“2L6 
for some 6 > 0. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We first state the Berry-Esseen theorem: 
If F(x) and G(x) are two distribution functions, G’(x) exists for all x E [fi 
and jG’(x)l <B; iff(u) and g( u are the characteristic functions of F(x) and ) 
G(x), respectively, and if the following condition is satisfied: 
1 
R If@>-g&l & <E,; 
-R u 
(15) 
then, for all x E IF?, 
1 F(x) - G(x)\ < K(E 1 + BR - ’ ), (161 
where K is an absolute constant. 
We shall apply this result with G(x) = P(x, T), so that 
and restrict ourselves to the domain (0, co). Put 
By Taylor’s theorem, 
N-’ (i# $ = C - 
+ j !  J=o 
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Substituting this into (2) gives 
Applying Theorem 1 to the integrals above, with 1 E N, and noting that for 
the case j = 0, there are no errors terms, one gets 
provided that 
N = o(zy). 
The principal terms on the right-hand side of (17) are 
(18) 
Collecting all the expressions from (17) and (18) gives 
(19) 
We apply this expression inside the integral (15) to get 
--R 
v,RN 
P) 
< N*N! 
+z, cI12-6)eR* 
We now choose N = Zy2-2” and R = 6 dm with E, = l/R, where 6 > 0 
is a suitably small number. Then, expression (20) is bounded by 
(log Z,) - “2, so that Theorem 2 follows from (16). 
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Note added in proof It is possible (by a different technique) to prove Theorem 1 for 
i E (- 1.0). with different error-terms. 
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